We compute the Bayesian Evidence for models considered in the main analysis of Planck cosmic microwave background data. By utilising carefully-defined nearest-neighbour distances in parameter space, we reuse the Monte Carlo Markov Chains already produced for parameter inference to compute Bayes factors B for many different model-dataset combinations. Standard 6-parameter flat ΛCDM model is favoured over all other models considered, with curvature being mildly favoured only when CMB lensing is not included. Many alternative models are strongly disfavoured by the data, including primordial correlated isocurvature models (lnB = −7.8), non-zero scalar-to-tensor ratio (lnB = −4.3), running of the spectral index (lnB = −4.7), curvature (lnB = −3.6), non-standard numbers of neutrinos (lnB = −3.1), non-standard neutrino masses (lnB = −3.2), non-standard lensing potential (lnB = −4.6), evolving dark energy (lnB = −3.2), sterile neutrinos (lnB = −6.9), and extra sterile neutrinos with a non-zero scalar-to-tensor ratio (lnB = −10.8). Other models are less strongly disfavoured with respect to flat ΛCDM. As with all analyses based on Bayesian Evidence, the final numbers depend on the widths of the parameter priors. We adopt the priors used in the Planck analysis, while performing a prior sensitivity analysis. Our quantitative conclusion is that extensions beyond the standard cosmological model are disfavoured by Planck data. Only when newer Hubble constant measurements are included does ΛCDM become disfavoured, and only mildly, compared with a dynamical dark energy model (lnB ∼ +2).
INTRODUCTION
The standard cosmological model of flat ΛCDM is a remarkably simple and successful description of the Universe. Based on cold dark matter (CDM) and a cosmological constant Λ, this flat model has 6 free parameters, which the Planck satellite has measured with very high precision. Extensions of the standard model have also been introduced, to relieve tensions with other datasets that have arisen with the standard model, or to probe for new physics, and in this respect model comparison is of more fundamental interest than parameter inference. Bayesian Evidence (or marginal likelihood) is the Bayesian tool to address such questions, and it can be challenging to compute as it requires integration of the likelihood over the multi-dimensional parameter space. In a companion paper [11] we show how Monte Carlo Markov Chains (MCMCs), produced for parameter inference, can be used to perform model comparison. In this letter, we report an analysis of all the main published Planck chains. Bayesian Evidence has been computed for small numbers of models, e.g., by [9, 20] for curvaton models, [1] for holographic models, [14] for a comprehensive study of inflation models, [3] for inflationary features, [5, 13, 18] , who focussed on neutrino extensions. However this is the first comprehensive study of the models and datasets considered by Planck.
BAYESIAN EVIDENCE
The goal of parameter inference is to determine the posterior probability of model parameters θ, given a data set x, any prior information and a model M . Using Bayes theorem, this is
where π is the prior and p(x|θ, M ) is the likelihood, which is regarded as a function of θ. The Bayesian Evidence p(x|M ) is used for model comparison, and is the integral over the unnormalised posteriorp(θ|x, M ) ≡ p(x|θ, M ) π(θ|M ). It trades the typically higher likelihood of the more complex model against the increased prior volume:
The posterior probability of competing models is then given by the product of the ratio of the model priors and the ratio of Evidences (the latter being known as the Bayes factor):
The Evidence may be expensive to compute if the dimensionality of the parameter space is large. Also we typically do not knowp, but have only samples of it obtained by MCMC techniques. Many such chains exist for the Planck data, for various dataset-model combinations.
In this application the standard model is a special case of the extended models, so the maximum likelihood of the extended model will be at least as high as the standard model, so it is of limited use, whereas the Bayesian Evidence, which includes an element of Occam's razor, will quantify whether the increase of likelihood throughout the parameter space warrants support for the more complex model. Conventional wisdom is that MCMC chains are not good for computing the evidence, as it is claimed that they do not explore the tails of the distributions well. i.e. marginalising over all parameters is thought not to be possible. However, it is common to marginalise over all but one or two parameters, to obtain marginal posteriors for parameters individually or in pairs, and the tails do not seem to be a concern in those cases. The real issue with Bayesian Evidence is the normalisation of the integral. The MCMC samples from the unnormalised posterior, i.e. the chain is a sample from a number density n(θ) that is proportional to the unnormalised posterior, p = an but with an unknown constant of proportionality a. If this constant can be determined, then the Evidence is readily computed, since, replacing n by the sample density (a sum of Dirac delta functions),
where N is the length of the chain. Alternatively, since n = N p(θ|x, M ) = Np/E, E = Np/n ≡ aN . We use the MCEvidence algorithm presented in [11] , where the nearest-neighbour distances D, in an mdimensional MCMC chain are used in a Bayesian analysis to infer a. The chain is pre-whitened such that the covariance matrix of the points is the identity, and a Euclidean distance measure then employed. This is equivalent to using the Mahalanobis distance, where the inverse covariance matrix defines the metric. The resulting posterior for the Bayesian Evidence E (assuming a 1/E prior) is given by a sum over the MCMC points α, each weighted by w α :
is the volume of a m−ball of radius D and W ≡ α w α . We assume that the MCMC algorithm produces independent distances, but we test this later. See [11] for more details.
The maximum a posteriori value of E is
with a statistical variance in lnE of 1/(N + 1). We marginalise over nuisance parameters, and run a nearestneighbour distance algorithm to determine D α , then compute the posterior for the Evidence. Marginalising over nuisance parameters adds scatter top, which increases the statistical error on E. We have checked the effect of including some nuisance parameters and most lnB values change by < 0.1. Larger changes (up to about unity) occur only when |lnB| is itself very large.
DATA AND MODELS
The Planck chains use a variety of datasets, which are detailed in [15] .
The models are the 'base' flat ΛCDM model, with pa- (10 10 A s ) and n s , representing baryon density, CDM density, angle of the first peak, optical depth, amplitude of primordial fluctuations, and scalar spectral index. h is the Hubble parameter H 0 /100km s −1 Mpc −1 . The other models consist of the base model with 1-3 extensions. Extensions and prior ranges are listed in Table 1 . It takes about 15 minutes on a laptop to analyse all the chains with MCEvidence. Table II shows Bayes factors with respect to the favoured model for selected datasets. Bayes factors for other Planck datasets are available online. Internal analysis indicates a typical statistical error of ∼ 0.02. The scatter in the mean of the MAP estimates from individual chains is typically 0.02 − 0.1. In the revision [7] of the Jeffreys scale, |lnB| > 3 is regarded as strong evidence (relative probability > 20), and |lnB| > 5 as very strong (relative probability > 150). As is always the [15] ), their prior range in square brackets, the baseline values assumed, the nomenclature used in the model extensions in Table II , and a summary definition (see text for details). The flat ΛCDM base model is parametrised by the parameters above the horizontal line. For completeness priors are given for all relevant extensions, even if the models are not discussed in this letter. Table I . For parameter inference these are not important if the data are informative, and some are set to wide uniform priors. In high dimensions the Evidence is very prior dependent, but Bayes factors depend only on the width of the prior of the (usually one) additional parameter(s). lnB values can be adjusted to a new prior range ∆θ (assuming it is larger than the extent of the chain), by adding ln(∆θ Table I /∆θ) to the table values. A narrower prior range increases the relative probability of the extended model. Some models are not excluded with high probability, and one should be cautious of these, given the prior uncertainty. However, we see that Planck data provide very strong evidence against some models 2 : e.g., correlated isocurvature models are disfavoured with lnB = −7.8 by Planck alone, using polarisation; running of the spectral index is disfavoured (−4.7); and the evidence is against nonstandard neutrino masses and number (−6.5). The evidence against non-zero r 0.05 is strong compared with the base model (−4.3).
RESULTS
At a weaker level, we find that a non-flat Universe is marginally preferred over the standard model by Planck data until CMB lensing is included, after which there is strong evidence in favour of the flat standard model (−3.6). There is no evidence for non-standard lensing 1 In addition, cosmoMC excludes some physically impossible subregions. 2 Note that in the text we discuss Bayes factors compared with flat ΛCDM. In Table II the numbers quoted are w.r.t. the highest Evidence model, which for a few datasets is not the base model.
(−4.6), or for varying the number of neutrino species (−3.1) or masses (−3.2). A model including massive extra neutrinos, which was introduced to alleviate tension with direct Hubble constant measurements (e.g. [17] ) and low-amplitude cosmic shear (e.g. [8, 12, 21, 22] ) has a very low probability from Planck data alone (lnB = −6.9 w.r.t. base), and a model which also has non-zero tensorto-scalar ratio r has exceptionally strong evidence against (−10.8). The results are shown in Fig. 1 . These results are understood when compared with the marginal distributions of parameters from the Planck chains. For example, in the absence of CMB lensing the posterior for Ω m and Ω Λ follows the geometric degeneracy line (Fig. 26 of [16] ), with most of the probability lying away from the flat line in this plane. When CMB lensing is included, the posterior is concentrated close to the intersection of the lines, and the Bayesian Evidence favours the flat model. Correlated isocurvature modes are similarly constrained to be very close to zero amplitude (Fig. 24 of [16] ), when TE and EE polarisation is included. Similar observations can be made for other parameters. Note that naive interpretations of credible intervals may not be supported by the Evidence. One example of this is the lensing power amplitude, for which A L = 1 is in the tails of the distribution for some datasets (see Fig. 12 of [16] ), but for which the evidence favours the standard model. See Fig. 3 of [19] for illustration of this general point.
Robustness tests
MCEvidence assumes that the points in the chain are independent, and this is not strictly the case. To test the effect of this we have computed the correlations to find that they are generally small, but we have also aggressively thinned the chains. Thinning by a factor 10 makes little difference to the results, with the vast majority of lnB values changing by < 0.2, with very few over 0.5. A few heavily disfavoured models change by more, up to 0.7, so the conclusions are robust. We also note that if weights are set to unity in Planck chains the same conclusions are reached.
Since the Bayes factors depend on the width of the prior for the additional parameter(s), we can ask by how much they have to be changed for the models to be preferred over the standard model. The most competitive models are disfavoured with lnB −3, which requires the prior range to be reduced by a factor 20 for them to be more probable than flat ΛCDM. For example, w would need to be restricted to a prior range < 0.2, Y P to 0.02, and r 0.05 to 0.03, within the current credible region.
The neutrino mass conclusion is least secure, as a prior range less than 0.2eV would favour non-standard masses.
DISCUSSION
The main aim of this paper is to compute Bayesian Evidence values for the many models and datasets produced in the primary Planck analysis, where we find that the 6-parameter flat ΛCDM model is preferred, with no evidence in favour of extensions. As is usual with Evidence calculations, the results sometimes favour simpler models even when naive inspection of credible intervals suggests otherwise. We agree with the conclusions of [5, 13] but not [2] in disfavouring adding extra massive neutrino components to the base model, but our conclusions are far more wide-ranging. We also complement the analysis of [10] that shows a model-independent lack of evidence for deviations from standard physical parameters. The inclusion of recent Hubble constant measurements [6, 17] (the latter with/without outliers) favours wCDM over ΛCDM, but only with modest odds (lnB = 2.2, 2.0, 1.5) respectively, from chains that allow all parameters to vary. We do not include strong lensing constraints on H 0 (e.g. [4] 
